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 A B S T R A C T 

This work evaluates, for the first time, the possibility of producing multifunctional alkali-activated composites combining ultra-low density, low thermal conductivity, high acoustic 

absorption, and good moisture buffering capacity. The composites were prepared using cork as a lightweight aggregate. This novel material might promote energy savings and tackle the 

CO2 emissions of the building sector, while simultaneously improve the comfort for inhabitants (e.g. humidity levels regulation and sound pollution reduction). The composites apparent 

density (as low as 168 kg/m3 ) and thermal conductivity (as low as 68 mW/m K) are amongst the lowest ever reported for alkali-activated materials (AAM) composites and foams, while 

their sound absorption ability is comparable to the best performing AAM foams reported to date, but in addition these eco-friendly composites also show good ability to passively adjust 

the humidity levels inside buildings. The multifunctional properties shown by the cork - AAM composites set them apart from other conventional building materials and might contribute 

to the global sustainability of the construction sector. 
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1. Introduction 

Climate change is the most critical concern of the millennium due 

to its major impact in the environment. To reverse the distressing 

scenario forecast for the next century [1] a huge global effort has to be 

made in order to tackle greenhouse gases emissions. Policy makers 

have finally set in December 2015 the first- ever universal, legally 
binding agreement to keep global average temperature rise well below 

2 °C above pre-industrial levels. Considering that anthropogenic 

emissions of greenhouse gases are one of the major drivers for climate 

change [2], their reduction is not only mandatory, but might strongly 

contribute to maintain the average global temperature below the 2 °C 

limit over the 21st century, this considering a 40 to 70% reduction in 
the global anthropogenic greenhouse gases emissions by 2050 

compared to 2010 [3]. The building sector is a hugely contributor to 

CO2 emissions

 (36% of the emissions in EU), and in addition it also consumes a 

massive amount of energy (40% of the energy consumption in EU) 
[4]. Therefore, buildings represent an opportunity to strongly reduce 

anthropogenic greenhouse gases emissions provided that smart, 

sustainable, and energy-saving materials are used in their 

construction/rehabilitation. Green buildings are a new paradigm in the 

construction sector and could be a vital tool to boost the sector’s 

sustainability [5-9]. In this context, multifunctional building materials 
designed to provide a combination of properties that might ensure 

energy-savings, while simultaneously enhance the interior 

environment quality for inhabitants are of great demand [10-12]. 

Alkali-activated materials (AAM) have recently gained renewed 

attention as an alternative to Portland cement [13] due to their much 

lower CO2 emissions [14], provided that appropriate mixture design is 
employed in their synthesis [15]. Low density AAM might be an 

innovative strategy to mitigate the energy consumption of buildings. 

These materials might also ensure performance and environmental 

advantages over common insulating materials (e.g. polystyrene and 

polyurethane foams) since they possess much higher thermal stability 

[16] and may be produced using mainly/solely industrial wastes as 
solid precursors [17,18] instead of non-renewable fossil fuels. One 

particularly interesting approach to produce lightweight AAM is 

through the use of lightweight aggregates, especially if natural 

aggregates [19] are employed, instead of synthetic or non-renewable 

aggregates [20,21]. 

The potential of AAM as low thermal conductivity materials has 
been deeply considered and demonstrated [22-24]. However, other 

relevant properties for building materials, such as their acoustic 

absorption [25-27] and moisture storage/release capacity [28], have 

received much less attention. The present investigation intends to fill 

the knowledge gap regarding the possibility of designing 

multifunctional AAM composites combining lightness, thermal 
conductivity, and acoustic insulation, coupled with the ability to 

passively adjust the humidity levels inside buildings. This is the first 

ever study addressing the AAM composites mechanical, thermal, 

acoustic, and moisture buffer properties. 

Cork is an exceptional material combining low density [29], high 

porosity, excellent thermal and acoustic insulation [30,31], which 
associated with its outstanding sustainability (e.g. it is harvested 

without damaging the oak tree) makes it the ideal aggregate in the 

production of lightweight AAM. Surprisingly, the use of cork to 

produce AAM composites is extremely uncommon, up to now, there 

are only three studies addressing this possibility [19,32,33]. In 

addition, the emphasis of two of these studies was on cork’s 
mechanical reinforcement ability [32], and on their added- value to 

promote wastewater depollution when incorporated into a metakaolin-

zeolite AAM composite [33]. Therefore, our previous study was the 

first to evaluate the feasibility of using cork as a lightweight aggregate 

to synthesise ultra-light cork-AAM composites [19]. However, this 

study only evaluated the specimens’ thermal insulation and thermal 
stability properties, while their acoustic and moisture buffering 

properties were not considered. In this study, besides evaluating the 

specimen’s thermal insulation properties, the acoustic and moisture 

buffer properties of the AAM composites were also measured. Such 

kind of exhaustive evaluation considering the thermal and acoustic 

insulation properties, as well as the moisture buffering ability has 
never been done before, neither for cork-AAM composites nor for any 

kind of lightweight AAM composites (using natural or synthetic 

aggregates) or foams. Therefore, the present investigation builds on 

our previous work, being a significant and necessary step forward to 

demonstrate the multifunctional properties of cork-AAM composites. 

In addition, the main solid precursor used to synthesise the AAM is an 
industrial waste (biomass fly ash), currently disposed in landfills, 

while in our previous study a commercial aluminosilicate (e.g. 

metakaolin) was used [19]. This strategy, aligned with the circular 

economy concept, further decreases the carbon footprint and 

production cost of these AAM composites. The influence of cork 



 

incorporation content on the cork - alkali-activated fly ash composites’ 

compressive and flexural strength, thermal conductivity, apparent 
density, sound absorption, and moisture buffer ability was evaluated. 

2. Experimental Conditions 

2.1. Materials 

Black expanded cork granules having ~6 mm in size and 70 g/cm3 

apparent density were used as light aggregates [19]. This is a by-

product generated by the cork industry during the second trituration of 
rejected cork slabs. This type of cork as selected due to its low 

economic value. 

Biomass fly ash wastes, produced by a Portuguese pulp and paper 

industry, were used as the main aluminosilicate source, while smaller 

amounts of metakaolin (Argical™ M1200S, Univar) were employed 

to adjust the binder SiO 2 /Al2 O3 ratio, which is a key parameter to be 
considered in AAM. A mixture of sodium silicate (Quimiamel, 

Portugal) having a silica modulus of 3.2 and 10 M sodium hydroxide 

solution (ACS reagent, 97%; Sigma Aldrich) was used to perform the 

chemical activation of the fly ash-metakaolin precursors. 

2.2. Cork - AAM composites 

The reference composition (prepared without adding cork) was 

selected following previous studies by the authors [34,35]. First the 

solid precursors (70 wt.% fly ash and 30 wt.% metakaolin) were 

mixed manually, and then the alkaline activating solution (prepared in 
advance) was added to this mixture (1:1 weight ratio) to synthesise the 

alkali-activated material. The mixture between the solid precursors 

and the alkaline activators was carried out by using an intensive mixer 

(KichenAid®), having a geometry in accordance with DIN 1164, 

coupled with a flat paddle. The production of the composites required 

an additional step in which the cork granules (amount depending on 
the composition) were added to the slurry and mechanically mixed 

during 120 s. Eight different compositions containing various amounts 

of black expanded cork granules (ranging from 45 to 90 vol.%.) were 

synthesised. After mixing, the samples were transferred to metallic 

containers, and then placed in an oven (40 °C; 1 day). It should be 

noticed that no attempt was made to remove the entrapped air during 
mixing (e.g. vibrating table) considering that the aim of this study is 

the production of lightweight composites. After 24 h, the specimens 

were removed from the moulds, and cured at 23 °C till the 28th day. 

2.3. Materials characterisation 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM - Hitachi SU 70; energy dis-

persion spectroscopy - EDS Bruker) was used to study the specimen’s 

microstructure. 

The flexural and compressive strength of the specimens (4 x 4 x 16 

cm) was determined 28 days after their synthesis following the 
standard EN 1015-11:1999 [36], by using a Universal Testing 

Machine (Shimadzu AG-25 TA; 0.5 mm/min; three samples per 

batch). 

Thermal conductivity was measured on cubic samples (4 x 4 x 4 

cm) by using a heat flowmeter apparatus following standard ASTM 

C518-04. The specimen is placed in the middle of two parallel plates, 
and then a unidirectional heat flux across the sample is imposed by 

using heat flux transducers which establish a temperature gradient 

between the top and bottom plates, respectively set to 55 and 40 °C. 

The apparent density of the various samples (cubic geometry) was 

calculated by considering the ratio between their mass and volume. 

Both the thermal conductivity and the apparent density tests were 
performed on samples cured for 28 days. Three samples per 

composition were measured. 

The samples ability to absorb and release water upon exposure to 

daily/cyclic humidity fluctuations was measured following the 

Nordtest protocol [37] and using a climatic chamber (Fitoclima 300 

EP10 from Aralab). The mass variation of cylindrical specimens (d = 

119.3 ± 0.8 mm; height = 21 ± 1 mm) was measured, and then the 

samples’ moisture buffer value (MBV) determined using the Eq. (1): 
Am 

Ax A%RH where Am is the mass variation (g), A corresponds to the 
exposed surface of the specimen (m2 ), and A%RH is the amplitude of 
the relative humidity (RH) (%). Before the tests, the samples were pre-
conditioned at 63% RH until reaching steady-state (i.e. constant mass) 
according to the ISO standard [38]. Then, the humidity levels inside 
the climatic chamber fluctuated between 75% (8 h) and



 

 

Fig. 1. Images of the alkali-activated fly ash composites containing various cork amounts (in vol.%). 

33% (16 h) in line with the Nordtest protocol. The humidity fluc-
tuations were imposed during 120 h in order to complete five ab-
sorption/desorption cycles. A constant temperature of 23 °C was used 
in all cycles. One sample per composition was measured. 

Cylindrical specimens (d = 50 mm; height ~20 mm) were used to 

evaluate the acoustic properties of the composites, namely their sound 

adsorption coefficient. Measurements were performed in an 

impedance tube by following the standard protocol EN ISO 10534-2 

[39]. The principle is based on the transfer function measurements 
between two microphones. The test method covers the use of a tube 

with internal diameter of 50 mm, a sound generator, two VV' identical 

microphones and a digital frequency analysis system. The sound 

source is connected to one end of the tube and the sample is placed at 

the other end. The source generates a random signal with flat spectral 

density. The tube is sufficiently long for plane waves to be fully 

developed before reaching the test specimen. Acoustic pressures were 
measured at two positions of the tube near the sample by two 

microphones mounted at 5 cm distance between them. From that 

signals, the complex acoustic transfer function was determined for the 

frequencies in the range 400-3150 Hz. In order to account for 

variations between microphones, the transfer function was measured 

in the normal manner, and then physically switched the location of the 
microphones and measured again, obtaining a corrected transfer 

function. From that, the complex reflection coefficient, R and the 

normal incident sound absorption coefficient, a = 1-|R2 | , were 

calculated. Two replicas

per composition were evaluated, and the average data corresponding 

to at least four runs is shown. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Microstructural analysis and composites apparent density 

Fig. 1 shows a digital photograph of the alkali-activated fly ash 

binder and the cork-containing composites. The photograph of the 

AAM reveals the presence of small rounded pores attributed to the air 

entrapped in the slurry during mixing. It should be highlighted that no 
attempt was made to remove the entrapped air during mixing, this 

considering the main goal of this study (e.g. production of lightweight 

building materials). Hence, the samples were not vibrated. Fig. 1 also 

shows that the distribution of the cork granules in the matrix is 

dependent on the amount of cork added to the mixture. For the lowest 

cork-containing composites (cork below 60 vol.%) segregation 
between the cork and the matrix takes place. This phenomenon is 

particularly relevant in the sample containing 45 vol.% cork, being 

less evident, but still visible in the bottom part of the samples, in the 

composition containing 60 vol.% cork. In all the other cork-containing 

composites, a proper homogeneous distribution of the aggregate in the 

matrix is observed. 
While Fig. 2a presents a SEM micrograph of the AAM, Fig. 2b 

shows an EDS line profile, and Fig. 2c-d present the EDS elemental 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph (a), EDS line profile (b) and elemental mapping (c and d) of the alkali-activated fly ash. 

mapping for Al, Si, Ca and Na. The EDS line profile shows a stable 

distribution of the selected elements (minor differences are attributed 

to topography), which is corroborated by the EDS elemental mapping 

(see Fig. 2d). 
The interface between the matrix and the aggregate is very 

important and may strongly influence the mechanical properties and 

the durability of the produced composites [40]. Previous reports on 

AAM composites have shown the presence of voids, unreacted 

particles and cracks in the surrounding zone of the aggregates [41,42]. 

The interface between the aggregate (cork) and the matrix was studied 
using SEM and EDS line profile analysis, and results are shown in 

Fig. 3. The SEM micrograph does not show the presence of voids, 

neither cracks in the areas surrounding the aggregate. In addition, the 

EDS line profile shows that the chemical composition remains fairly 

stable in the matrix (see Fig. 3b), before changing at the vicinity of the 

interface. This remark is corroborated by the EDS elemental maps 
(shown in Fig. 3c and d) showing a homogeneous distribution of Si 

and Al in the matrix. These results are in line with our previous work 

on cork- alkali activated metakaolin composites suggesting that the 

binder nature does not seem to affect the interface when cork is used 

as an aggregate [19]. Our results are also similar to other studies 

performed on AAM composites using limestone [43] and geopolymer 
aggregates [44]. Voids were not observed in these studies, still some 

cracks were seen, which were attributed to aggregates shrinkage 

[43,44]. 

The incorporation of cork into the compositions promoted a sig-

nificant decrease in their apparent density values, a sevenfold decrease 

from 1168 kg/m3 (in the AAM) to 168 kg/m3 (in the composite 
containing 90 vol.% cork) being observed, as shown in Fig. 4. Despite 

their extremely low apparent density it should be highlighted that this 

composite (containing 90 vol.% cork) was mechanically very fragile. 

Nevertheless, the in-situ application of this composite would 

overcome their poor mechanical performance. On the contrary, the 

composite containing 87.5 wt.% can be easily handled, cut and 
transported without losing its integrity, enabling its preproduction as 

blocks. 

The lowest apparent densities here achieved (168 and 257 kg/m3 , 

for the 90 vol.% and the 87.5 vol.% cork containing composites, 

respectively) were compared with other published works on AAM 

composites and foams (prepared using foaming agents or surfactants), 
and results are presented in Table 1. This comparison shows that both 

specimens are amongst the lightest ever reported for AAM 

composites, being several times lower than those reported for 

expanded polystyrene (EPS) - AAM composites (516 kg/m3 ) [20], 

expanded glass - AAM composites (881 kg/m3 ) [45], polyurethane - 

AAM composites (885 kg/m3 ) [46], ceno- spheres - AAM composites 
(978 kg/m3 ) [47], crumb rubber - AAM composites (1067 kg/m3 ) 

[21], and expanded vermiculite - AAM composites (1918 kg/m3 ) 

[48]; being only inferior to those of polystyrene - AAM composites 

(100 kg/m3 ) [49]. Nevertheless, and despite the remarkable result 

reported by Duan et al. [49], these authors have used a non-sustainable 

aggregate (e.g. polystyrene) together with a foaming agent (3 wt.%), 
while in this study only cork, a natural and sustainable aggregate, was 

used. Hence, our approach might contribute to increase the 

sustainability of the construction sector. 

Table 1 also shows that the lightest cork - AAM composite (90 

vol.% cork) surpass all other reported values for AAM foams, in-

cluding those of prepared with air entrapping agent [16], foaming 
agents (e.g. hydrogen peroxide [50-52], metallic powders [53,54] and 

protein-based [25]), and a mixture between foaming agents and 

surfactants [55-57]; being similar to the foam reported by Wu et al. 

(154 kg/m3 ) [58]. These are very promising results, suggesting that 

the cork - AAM composites might be an excellent and 

environmentally friendlier alternative to AAM foams, particularly 
considering that the use of foaming agents at high dosages might 

jeopardize the AAM foams environmental benefits in comparison with 

Portland cement [59]. 

Table 2 presents the thermal conductivity of the AAM and the 

various cork - AAM composites. Not surprisingly, the thermal con-

ductivity values significantly drop as the cork amount in the com-
posites rise to 75 vol.%, but above this value much gentler thermal 

conductivity variation is seen as the cork content further rises. The  



 

 

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph (a), EDS line profile (b) and elemental mapping (c and d) of the cork alkali-activated composites containing 60 vol.% cork. 

 
 

lowest thermal conductivity value here achieved (68 mW/m K) was 

compared with other literature studies on AAM composites and 

foams, results being summarized in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5a shows that the cork - AAM composite has the second 

lowest reported thermal conductivity for AAM composites, being 

several times inferior in comparison with the use of other lightweight 
aggregates: 6.9 times - oil palm shell [60]; 4.4 times - polyurethane 

[46]; 4.1 times - cenospheres [47]; 3.6 times - crumb rubber [21]; 1.8 

times - polystyrene [20]; and 1.6 times - expanded glass [45]. To date, 

the lowest thermal conductivity for AAM composites has reported by 

Duan et al. (34 mW/m K) [49], this being half of value here reported, 

but achieved using a fossil fuel- derived aggregate (e.g. polystyrene) 
coupled with the addition of a significant amount of foaming agent (3 

wt.%), while in this work only cork was used. In addition, the thermal 

conductivity of the cork - AAM composite is also comparable to the 

lowest values ever reported for AAM foams, as depicted from Fig. 5b. 

In fact, it is only higher than that reported in [24,61], being similar to 

[51,58,62], slightly inferior than [23,50,63,64], and much smaller than 

several other AAM foams (e.g. [65-69]). In addition, the thermal 

conductivity of the cork - AAM composite is also much lower than 

that reported for cork-containing Portland cement mortars 
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b The font in bold identifies the results obtained in this work. c Regarding the waterglass content. 
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Fig. 5. Thermal conductivity of (a) AAM composites made with various lightweight aggregates and (b) AAM foams reported in literature. The lowest thermal conductivity value 

observed in this work was included in both charts for comparison (green circle). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Material Solid precursor 
Lightweight 

aggregate 
Foaming agent 

Apparent density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Reference 

Polystyrene - AAM composite Metakaolin Polystyrene; 100 wt% 8 H2O2; 3 wt.%* 100 [49] 
AAM foam Coal fly ash + metakaolin - H2O2 (~4 wt.%) + foam stabilizer (-0.18 wt.%) 154 [58] 
Cork - AAM composites 

b Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (70:30 wt.%) Cork; 90 voL% - 168 This work 
AAM foam Coal fly ash - H2O2; 4.8 wt.% c 239 [51] 
Cork - AAM composites 

b Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (70:30 wt.%) Cork; 87.5 voL% - 257 This work 
Cork — AAM composites Metakaolin Code; 92 vol.%  260 [19] 
AAM foam Coal fly ash - H2O2+ foam stabilizer (1 wt.%) 310 [55] 
AAM foam Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (66.6:33.3 wt.%) - H2O2; 0.57 wt.% 390 [50] 
AAM foam Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (33.3:66.6 wt.%) - Al; 0.08 wt.% 430 [S3] 
AAM foam Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (66.6:33.3 wt.%) - H2O2; 1.37 wt.% 440 [23] 
EPS AAM composite Metakaolin EPS; 72.5 voL%  516 [20] 
AAM foam Biomass fly ash + metakaolin (33.3:66.6 wt.%) - H2O2; 1.2 wt.% 8 520 [52] 
AAM foam Coal fly ash  H2O2 (1.5 wt.%) + SDS (4 wt.%) 580 [57] 
AAM foam GBFS + coal fly ash (50:50 wt.%) - SDS+H2O2 650 [56] 
AAM foam Coal fly ash + GBFS (70:30 wt.%) - Pre-foaming with air (16 wt.%) 720 [16] 
Expanded glass - AAM composite Coal fly ash + GGBS (70:30 wt.%) Expanded glass Air entrapping agent (3 IVm3) 881 [45] 
Polyurethane - AAM composite Metakaolin Polyurethane; 20 wt%  885 [46] 
AAM foam Coal fly ash - Al; 0.05 wt.% 890 [54] 

AAM foam Coal fly ash - Diluted protein-based 940 [25] 
Cenospheres AAM composite Coal fly ash + GBFS (21:14 wt.%) Cenospheres; 38 wt.%  978 [47] 

Crumb rubber - AAM composite Coal fly ash Crumb rubber; 96 wt.%  1067 [21] 
Expanded vermiculite AAM composite Slag Vermiculite  

1918 [48] 

Table 1 

Apparent density of various AAM composites and foams reported in literature (grey highlighted: densities greater 700 kg/m3 g; orange highlighted: densities between 300 and 700 

kg/m3 ; green highlighted: densities below than 300 kg/m3 . For comparison purposes the aggregates (or the foaming agent) nature and amount was also included in the table. 

Table 2 

Thermal conductivity of the AAM and the cork - AAM composite prepared with 

various cork amounts. 

Composition Cork (vol.%) Thermal conductivity (mW/m K) 
AAM - 273 ± 7 

 45.0 187 ± 3 
 60.0 166 ± 6 
 75.0 95 ± 2 

Cork - AAM composites 77.5 92 ± 2 
 80.0 88 ± 2 
 85.0 77 ± 2 
 87.5 68 ± 3 
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Fig. 6. (a) Compressive and (b) flexural strength of the various cork - alkali-activated composites. The insets in Fig. 3a and b better illustrate the mechanical performance 

of the cork - alkali-activated composites containing cork amounts higher than 75 vol.%. 

Fig. 7. Mass fluctuation of the alkali-activated fly ash (a) and the cork - alkali-activated composites (b-e) upon cyclic variation of the humidity, as prescribed by the Nordtest protocol 

[37]. (f) Represents the ratio between the mass gradient and the specimens’ initial mass. 

 

 
 

 
 

(194.7 mW/m K) [70], including commercial products ((M150 - 209 

mW/m K) [71], (137 mW/m K) [72]). These are very promising 

results demonstrating the outstanding potential of these cork - AAM 

composites as low thermal conductivity material. 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Flexural and compressive strength measurements 

The compressive and flexural strength of the matrix and the 

various cork-containing composites is shown in Fig. 6. The alkali- 

activated fly ash binder has a compressive strength of -25 MPa and a 
flexural strength of -4 MPa (at the 28th day). As expected, the cork - 

AAM composites show much lower strength values, this being 

particularly relevant in the highest containing cork composites. As 

mentioned in section 3.1 the composition containing 90 vol.% is very 

fragile, having 40 kPa in compressive strength. The composite 

containing 87.5 vol.% cork shows a -4-fold increase in the com-
pressive strength (150 kPa) and a -5-fold increase in the flexural 

strength (120 kPa) in comparison with the composite containing 90 

vol.% cork, in line with our previous remarks (see section 3.1). The 

compressive strength of this cork - AAM composite is superior to 

those of other low thermal conductivity materials, such as gypsum 

plaster-straw composite (4-71 kPa) [73] and EPS - Portland cement 
composites (80 kPa; 82.2 vol.% EPS) [74], while thecompressive 

strength of the composite containing 80 vol.% cork (520 kPa) is 

superior to those of reported for AAM foams (e.g. 260 kPa [23], 20 0-

40 0 kPa [75], 260 kPa; 230 kg/m3 [76]). 

 
3.3. Moisture buffer performance 



 

The samples ability to store and release water when exposed to 

cyclic humidity fluctuations is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a shows that the 

AAM has a pronounced tendency towards saturation. As observed, 

there is a continuous mass increase after each adsorption/desorption 

cycle, meaning that the sample cannot efficiently desorb the water 

uptake in the previous step. This tendency in clearly illustrated by the 
dissimilar absorption and desorption rates presented in Fig. 8a. In any 

case, the practical MBV, shown in Fig. 8b, of the matrix is 0.89 g/m2 

A%RH. The cork - AAM composites showed a remarkably distinct 

behaviour, as seen by the mass evolution of these specimens upon 

humidity cycling. The lowest containing cork composite (45 vol.%) 

already shows an improved capacity to store and release water, see 

Fig. 7b, in comparison with the AAM (prepared without cork). 

Increasing the amount of cork in the composites to 75 vol.% strongly 

improves the samples absorption/desorption ability, and consequently 

the practical MBV rises

from 1.37 (45 vol.%) to 1.89 g/m2 A%RH (75 vol.%). This corre-

sponds to an impressive -112% enhancement in the MBV in com-

parison with the matrix (0.89 g/m2 A%RH), and demonstrates the 

feasibility of using cork - AAM composites as moisture regulators. In 

fact, according to the Nordtest protocol the MBV of this specimen is 

in the upper limit of the classification attributed to “good” moisture 
buffering materials (1.0 < MBV < 2.0 g/m 2 A%RH ) [37], being very 

close to the best performing materials (MBV > 2.0 g/m2 A%RH; 

“Excelent”). 

Further rising the cork content to 87.5 vol.% does not improve the 

practical MBV, in fact a small decrease is observed (MBV = 1.64 

g/m2 A%RH). However, it does improve the stability of the 

absorption and desorption patterns, decreasing the differences 

between the absorption and desorption rates as seen in Fig. 8a. This is 

further illustrated in Fig. 7f, where the ratio between the mass 

gradient (Am) and the specimens’ initial mass (mi ) is presented for all 

samples. As shown, the composite containing 87.5 vol.% cork 

exhibits very reproducible absorption and desorption cycles 
demonstrating a good moisture buffering capacity. Increasing the cork 

content to 90 vol.% was detrimental to the practical MBV, which 

decreased to 1.46 g/m2 A%RH. Nevertheless, the absorption and 

desorption pattern was reproducible and fairly 

 

 



 

AAM [28] 

Cement mortar [79] Lime-based plaster [81] Cement mortar [78] Super 

absorbent polymer modified cement mortar [79] Super absorbent polymer 

modified cement mortar [79] Cellulose fibers modified plaster [81] Porous 

cement mortar [80] Cellulose fibers modified plaster [81] Super absorbent 

polymer modified cement mortar [79] Cement mortar [77] Perlite modified 

cement mortar [77] Perlite modified cement mortar [77] Vermiculite 

modified cement mortar [77] Cement mortar [80] Porous cement mortar 

[80] Porous cement mortar [80] Vermiculite modified cement mortar [78] 

Super absorbent polymer modified cement mortar [78] Cellulose fibers 
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Fig. 8. (a) Moisture buffer value determined from adsorption and desorption tests and (b) practical MBV values for the AAM and the various cork - AAM 
composites. 

 

Fig. 9. Practical MBVs reported in literature for various building materials. The bars colour takes into accounts the MBV classes defined in the Nordtest protocol: red bars 

correspond to 0.5 < MBV < 1.0 (“Moderate"), orange bars between 1.0<MBV< 2.0 (“Good") and green bars to MBV > 2.0 g/m2 A%RH (“Excellent"). (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 



 

stable throughout the five cycles (see Fig. 7e), showing once again 

that cork - AAM composites are very effective moisture regulators 
since they can absorb water when exposed to high humidity levels and 

then release it in equal amounts as the humidity level drops (see Figs. 

7f and 8a). The ability of these cork - AAM composites to maintain 

steady absorption/desorption patterns upon cycling is a crucial 

technical advantage over other building materials (e.g. Portland-

cement mortars [77,78] and AAM mortars [28]) envisioned for 
moisture buffering applications in which the specimens showed a 

tendency towards saturation suggesting that their performance in real 

environments could be compromised, or at least weakened, after a 

couple of cycles. To further demonstrate the performance stability of 

the AAM composites the number of absorption/desorption cycles 

were extended to 7 cycles, beyond those defined in the Nordtest 
protocol (5 cycles), and results are shown in Fig. S1 (as 

supplementary material). As observed, no significant changes 

occurred in neither of the samples: the mass of the matrix still 

increases after each cycle suggesting that this specimen will reach 

saturation, while the cork - AAM composite shows an excellent 

capacity to absorb and release water upon daily cycling humidity 
fluctuation. 

The maximum practical MBV here achieved (1.89 g/m2 A%RH) 

for the cork - AAM composites was compared with other literature 
studies, and results are shown in Fig. 9. It should be highlighted that 

up to now, there is only one other study focusing the moisture 

buffering ability of AAM and foamed AAM mortars [28], and for that 

reason Fig. 9 also contains values reported for other types of 

materials, such as Portland cement-mortars [7780] and lime-based 

plaster [81]. De Rossi et al. [28] reported an MBV of 0.8 g/m2 A%RH 
for a alkali-activated fly ash mortar, this being similar to the value 

here achieved for the matrix (0.89 g/m2 A%RH). These authors 

observed much higher MBVs, ranging from 4.03 to 5.61 g/m2 A%RH 

for the lightweight mortars, this being the highest value reported to 

date for binder materials. Nevertheless, and despite being remarkable 

results, their specimens showed a moderate tendency for saturation 
after each adsorption/desorption cycle, which could endanger the 

samples long-term performance. Fig. 9 also shows that besides these 

lightweight AAM mortars, there is only one other binder material that 

surpasses the maximum MBV reached here, obtained with a Portland-

cement mortar which was doped with a super absorbent polymer (2 

wt.%) [77]. This mortar reached a practical MBV of 2.5 g/m2 A%RH 
with fairly  



 

 

Fig. 10. Sound absorption coefficient measured for the AAM and the various cork - AAM composites. 

stable adsorption and desorption pattern, even if a slight tendency for 

saturation was identified by the authors. The cork - AAM composites 
in this study surpass all other reported values for Portland cement 

mortars modified with vermiculite [77,78], perlite [77], cellulose [81], 

and super absorbent polymer [77-80], and also those reported for 

lime-based plaster [81]. These are very promising results 

demonstrating the interesting potential of these innovative materials as 

moisture buffer regulators. Moreover, our composites were produced 
using only cork which is a greener alternative to the use of super 

absorbent polymer or foaming agents. Nevertheless, the possibility of 

using minor amounts of foaming agents to further improve the cork - 

AAM composites cannot be ruled out, since it may strongly improve 

the moisture storage and release capacity of the specimens. This will 

be considered in future work. 

3.4. Sound absorption 

The sound absorption coefficient (a) of the matrix and the various 

cork - AAM composites across the frequency ranging from 400 to 

3150 Hz is shown in Fig. 10. 

As expected, the matrix shows a poor acoustic performance over 
this frequency range. Nevertheless, a slight increase in the sound 

absorption coefficient with increasing frequency was observed, 

reaching a a -0.3 in the high frequency range. The cork - AAM 

composites acoustic performance is highly dependent from the 

amount of cork added to the compositions. When the cork content is 

below 60 vol.% the absorption pattern is very similar to the one seen 
with the matrix, while above this threshold the sound absorption by 

the composites is impressively enhanced over the frequency range. All 

composites (cork above 75 vol.%) show a very broad peak in the 

spectrum. However, the content of cork was found to affect not only 

the width and height of the peak, but also its location in the frequency 

range. In general, higher contents of cork improved the acoustic 
performance of the composites. The spectrum of the composite 

containing 75 vol.% cork shows a broad absorption peak between 100 

0 and 200 0 Hz, in which the sound absorption coefficient ranges 

between 0.2 and 0.6. Above 20 0 0 Hz and up to around 30 0 0 Hz, a 

remains nearly constant, being always above 0.35. Higher amounts of 

cork further enhanced the composites sound absorption capacity, the 
best performing specimens being the ones having the higher amounts 

of cork (85 and 87.5 vol.%). The composite containing 85 vol.% of 

cork

shows a remarkable absorption across the studied frequency range, but 

in particular beyond 1300 Hz. Above this frequency the sound 
absorption coefficient sharply increases reaching a stunning 100% 

sound absorption at -2100 Hz (a = 1.0). The composite containing 

87.5 vol.% behaves similarly, however reaching a slightly lower a 

(0.94; -2365 Hz). Nevertheless, the sound absorption of this com-

posite is much greater in the high frequency range (>2265 Hz), the 

absorption coefficient being always above 0.8, than the composite 
prepared with 87.5 vol.% in which a steadily decreases above 2265 

Hz to -0.63. These results show that cork incorporation in the 

compositions as a major effect in their sound absorption ability, this 

being one of the reasons we have decided to use it as a multifunctional 

aggregate in the production of eco-friendly building materials. 

The sound acoustic performance of the cork - AAM composites is 
vastly superior to that reported for AAM foams [16,26,82]. Zhang et 

al. [16] reported very high sound absorption coefficient (0.7-1.0) but 

only in the low frequency range (from 40-150 Hz), while above this 

poor performance was seen ( a not exceeding 0.3). The porous 

specimens reported by Luna-Galiano et al. [26] showed a distinct 

absorption pattern, two distinct peaks being observed in the spectrum, 
one at low frequencies (-500 Hz) and another at around -2500 Hz. 

However, their best performing foam had a maximum sound 

absorption coefficient of only -0.25 (-2265 Hz) [26]. Recently, the 

same group have produced foams using an aluminium waste as a solid 

precursor and as a foaming agent [82]. Their specimens showed 

higher acoustic performance in comparison with their previous study 
[26]. In any case, the sound absorption coefficient of the best 

performing foam ranged between 0.15 < a < 0.45 (100-500 0 Hz). 

Another study on AAM foams was recently reported by Stolz et al. 

[25]. Similar to that reported in [16], the foams showed high 

absorption at low frequency (a-0.85; 125-250 Hz), but then rapidly 

decreasing to -0.15 in the range of 50 0-20 0 0 Hz, before increasing 
again at higher frequencies (a below 0.55). 

Our results can only be compared by those reported in [27,83,84]. 

Arenas et al. [84] prepared AAM mortars using coal fly ash as the 

solid precursor, and construction and demolition waste as aggregate. 

The mortar containing an aggregate: fly ash ratio of 80:20 showed a 

very interesting sound absorption capacity. Two major peaks were 
seen in the spectrum: one at 10 0 0 Hz ( a slightly below 0.9), and the 

second at 30 00 Hz (a-0.65). Interesting results



 

were also reported by Papa et al. by using silica-fume based foams 

[27]. The foams sound absorption was affected by the nature of the 
metakaolin and by the activating solution but ranged from 0.45-0.9 in 

the frequency ranges 100 0-150 0 Hz and 4200-650 0 Hz. High sound 

absorption was also reported by Hung et al. when using a mixture of 

metakaolin and blast furnace slag, which were mixed with the alkaline 

solution and preformed air bubbles to produce lightweight AAM [83]. 

The lightest specimen (0.4 g/cm3) showed very high a ranging from 
0.5 (100 Hz) to 0.9 (4000 Hz). These results demonstrate that the cork 

- AAM composites show very interesting acoustic performance in 

comparison with all other published literature on AAM. However, our 

best performing composite were produced using 87.5 vol.% of highly 

sustainable aggregate, without using foaming agents that could further 

boost the specimen’s performance, which further demonstrate the 
potential of these innovative and eco-friendly composites. 

4. Conclusions 

This work evaluates, for the first time, the possibility of producing 

multifunctional cork- AAM composites exhibiting ultra-low density 

(as low as 168 kg/m3 ), low thermal conductivity (as low as 68 mW/m 
K), high sound absorption coefficient (a = 1.0; -2100 Hz) and good 

capacity to store and release water upon daily cyclic humidity 

fluctuations (maximum MBV = 1.89 g/m2 A%RH). These remarkable 

properties, second lowest reported density and thermal conductivity 

for AAM composites, one of the best sound absorbent AAM, and its 

good moisture regulation ability, set them apart from other common 
building materials. The composites mechanical strength is modest 

(e.g. 150 kPa; 87.5 vol.% cork). However, it is still superior to those 

of other low thermal conductivity materials (e.g. gypsum plaster-straw 

composites and EPS-Portland cement composites). 

Furthermore, the composites were produced using an excep-

tionally sustainable resource as aggregate (cork) and an industrial 
waste (biomass fly ash) as the main aluminosilicate source, this being 

a sustainable strategy aligned with the United Nations goals regarding 

the depletion of natural resources and promoting wastes valorisation. 

Future work will evaluate the feasibility of using minor amounts 

of foaming agents in the compositions to further improve the cork - 

AAM composites’ thermal, acoustic and moisture regulation ability. 
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